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Abstract-OPAMP-RC integrators built with linear resistors
and capacitors can achieve very high linearity. By means of a
switched resistor, tuning of the RC time-constant is possible via
the duty-cycle of the clock controlling the switched resistor. This
paper analyzes the effect of OPAMP slew rate limitations on the
distortion of a switched-resistor lossy OPAMP-RC integrator. We
show via analysis and simulations that the use of two sets of
switched resistors instead of one relaxes the OPAMP slew rate
requirements, and reduces the resulting distortion significantly.

distortion.

However, as will be evident, the resulting switching

operation poses more stringent requirement on the slew rate of
the OPAMP. This paper analyzes the slew rate limitations of
the single switched resistor lossy integrator, and the resulting
distortion. We also propose a network employing two switched
resistors that is less sensitive to slewing problems.
A lossy integrator with one switched resistor ("SwitchedlR") is shown in Fig. 1. The MOS switch before the OPAMP
input is alternatingly turned on and off to select whether the
current can pass to the capacitor or not. Like a track and hold
circuit, it has 2 phases: tracking integration and holding The
variation iln the on-timne of the switch, determnined by the duty
cycle of the clock, effectively changes the resistance and hence
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Fig. 1. Switched-IR Lossy Integrator

I. INTRODUCTION
OPAMP-RC filters with highly linear passive resistors and
capacitors have superior linearity properties for baseband filter
applications, if OPAMPs with sufficient gain can be realized,.
Such filters can be made tunable using resistive or capacitive
arrays [1], but this is only practical for coarse tuning. Fine
tuning is possible using a MOSFET as variable resistor, and
good linearity has been achieved in the past via this approach
[2]. However, this requires a gate-source on-voltage which
is substantially larger than the input voltage swing, which is
impractical in low-voltage deep submicron CMOS processes.
For low-voltage conditions a more practical approach is the
use of a passive resistor, switched on and off by a clock

with tunable duty cycle [3]. Figure 1 shows a simple lossy
integrator using such a tuning technique with a single switched
resistor. The resistor is in the feedback loop and hardly adds
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Fig. 2. Switched-2R Lossy Integrator
the lossy integrators cut-off frequency. If Tn is the duty cycle,
then the effective resistance becomes:

Re

f

.

(1)

rm
Thus we can theoretically tune the integrator time-constant
between 0 and ROC. However, in many cases we do not need
this large tuning range, but only need about ±20% range to
correct for technology and temperature variations, or +50%
to "bridge the gap" between coarse tuning steps. With this
in mind, we propose an alternative circuit with two switched
resistors (so called Switched-2R) in Fig. 2. If two sets of
resistors are controlled by non-overlapping clocks, to realize
a time conLstant ranLging from R1C up to R2C, it will turn
out that this circuit has less sensitivity to OPAMP slew rate
problems.
PossiblLe causes of distortion in a switched resistor lLossy
integrator are the non-lLinear on-resistance of the MOS switch
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Fig. 4. Switched-IR output voltage response

Fig. 3. Capacitor currents of lossy integrators

adOA P nnielit0Sies;.}As th MOS swtc is in seie th Sice-I cas tha fo Switce-2R. Acorin7gly, we
with a mLuch higher linear resistor, while it is also embedded in should also expect the higher OPAMP slew rate requirement
the lnegative feedback lLoop, its nLonl-linearity colntributioln can for the Switched-IR case.
be very snnall. lH[owever, the OPAMP mnay introduce significant
distortioln, especialkly if a fast OPAMP respolnse to large inlput B. Detaziled Analysis
signal changes is needed, and slew lilmitation occurs in the
The output volLtages of the Switched-IR and Continuous-R
OPAMP. During slewing, the feedback loop is effectively
brokenl for somne time, and it is inlstructive to predict when integrators are plotted together with the input ramup signalL iln
slewing occurs, so that its effect can be minimized. WVe willL Fig. 4 (the outputs are inlverted for ease of comuparison with the
input signal). The Switched-IR output voltage response tracks
dt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0t
analLyze this in the nlext sectionl.
the continuous-tilme circuit well, except for a sawtooth-like
III. SLEW 1RATE ANALYSIS
waveformn. This is because its average currelnt has to be equal
the contilnuous-timne currelnt as mnentiolned in the previous
A. Qualitative
Analysis
section. It can be seen that there is a high slope response in the
It is knowln that the highest slope iln a silnusoidal signal trackinLg period and zero slope inL the holding period. FindinLg
occurs at the zero crossing. So, for the sake of analysis, the the mnaximnum slope in the tracking period by considering t
input signral can be approximated as a ramp with a constant 0 as the starting point, gives the observation that the Switchedslope of Vpw,Jmctx We will use a ramp signal to analyze IR lags the Continuous-R output by an amrount "a" (see Fig.
slewing behavior of the lossy ilntegrator. Figure 3 shows the 4). Following this, the respolnse curve within the clock period
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Since the rate of change of the output voltage, ddt°', is the will be the sumn of the individualhighe
responses to the unit-step
salme as the
over the capacitor, this value is and ramp signal together since this circuit is linear and timnechange
Itiskow voltage
ta te
ihet lpeinasiuoialsgnl
rckngprid n zr sop n
also directly proportional to the applied current and inversely invariant systemr. It can be derived hehldngprid.Fndn
that the output response in
proportional to its capacitor value. The capacitor valLue is fixed, the tracking phase (vo) is
and therefore only the current determines the voltage.
Consider the current plots in Fig. 3. In the Switched-FR
v4=SwtcRC+a)(1-edR0' u+[t-kRoC(u-ver R' )-a (2)
the
case, the MOS switch will conduct current only durieng
with ar muhhhe linea there istoro
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Fig. 5. Switched-2R steady output voltage response
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The Switched-2R's output response exhibits two slopes as
shown in Fig. 5. By assigning resistor value RI < R2, the
moment t = 0 will refer to the state that R2 just switches to
RI. At that instant, the Switched-2R response is lower than
the Continuous-R response by an amount "b". On the other
hand, at the end of time period mT, the output response of the
Switched-2R is higher than the Continuous-R by an amount
"c". In the same analysis manner as for the Switched- IR, it can
be derived that the output response for the low value resistor
R1 phase (vl) and for the high value resistor R2 phase (V2)
are:
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The components in the first square brackets of Eqn . (2)
constitute the unit-step response. The second is the response
to the ramp and the last term is the initial condition. The
maximum slope values of this response, which is determined
by finding its derivative, is

S -R

-

The above equations show the relationship between maximum slope and duty cycle "Ti" and clock period "T".
This relation was verified by comparing the mathematical
results with simulation results under the same condition. The
maximum input slope, k, is set to 1 for simplicity. The cutoff frequency is chosen to be 10 MHz, consequently yielding
capacitor C at 3 pF, Ro for Switched-IR at 2.5 kQ, RI and R2
for Switched-2R at 4kQ and 7kQ, respectively. Table I shows
the results of the two systems by varying m, 0.43, 0.5, 0.56 in
Switched-lR and Tn 0 .25, 0.5, 0.75 in Switched-2R at 10 ns
clock period for the same corresponding cut-off frequencies.
The plots of the mLaxilmum slope as a funLctioln of "in" and
T are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) shows the slope change
at varying duty cycles when tbe clLock period is fixed at 10
nt1W/'JEs
(fe/k =100 MHz) and Fig. 6(b) shows the slLope chanlge
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1 hanging duty cycle will alter the curves as expected. These
results reflect the previous developed equations very well. As
can be seen from Fig. 6(a), the maximum slope occurred at m
0.5 in Switched-2R (1.3) is much closer to the continuouss-OI- ,-(-1) Swit -lR _ time (1) than Switched-lR (2.3). Moreover, the larger variation
I40 --e
---D,
of maximum slope to the changes of m in Switched-IR, also
tt2 J
og Sw-1R
in the distortion results. It can be shown that the
\
'
t'
EXappears
U
-------- ..
-X ---- -|---coS-6600 -----------j-distance ratios of slew rate requirements between each system
2R
w
q,X
in Fig. 7 are quite close to the ratios of their corresponding
\
sSw
'
\
maximum slopes in Fig. 6(a).
rn=0.56m=0.5 t 'm=0.43
MOS
\ \Simulation results of the practical systems using
-80
--l-------a--t----------------------m=0.25
n =0.75tm.5
R
switches and typical two-stage OPAMP circuit also show the
same trend. Using OPAMP with 60 dB gain and 18.6 V/I,s
100
slew rate produces LI13 distortion of -57.97 dBc, -54.23 dBc
\^\I | ' ^h
and -48.09 dBc for Continuous-R, Switched-2R and Switched_
±
L_____
|j
1
1.2
1.4
2 IR, respectively. Although these values are twice as worse
0.6
0.8
1.6
1.8
Normailzed slew rate
as the ideal model predictions due to the other non-ideal
Fig. 7. 3rd-order Intermodulation Distortion
effects, they still possess the similar ratio between each other.
All the normalized systems produce the same high distortion
with clock period adjusting wheln the duty cycle is fixed at lvla h lwrt esta hu ..I emo os
.
~~~~level at the slew rate less thaln about 0.7. Iln termL of noise
,
m =0.5. Since the occurred maximum slope for Switched-2R
there is not any considerahle difference hetween
operating with a low valued resistor is always higher than for performance,
alkl the systems. On the one hand, although Switched-I11R
thedcoc
a high valued resistor, the low-R region determines the slew uli. the trac an ho operan, iteoys the
clock
utilizes the track and hold operation, it employs
rat
rquiemnt
so
that
the
its
cut-off
frequency
much
higher
than
rate
when increasing m, the maximum slope be-frequency
Interestingly wend vincreasin Thisisecmaxum slopemhe- noise folding problem will not take effect. On the other hand,
Switched-2R
not has any noise folding effect, therefore,
smaler
thishish
hcausrentperi whem 1 this
incmeased
is anotherdoes
advantage
over conventional switched-capacitor
high
ncreased,
ore atievsspersa.n
timeis spent in ethe
r current period while
the low current period is shortened. Therefore, the extra current structures.
magnitude in the high current phase, needed for compensating
V. CONCLUSION
with the low current phase, is smaller and this results in a lower
maximum slope. However, since the difference hetween the
OPAMP slew rate requirements for switched-resistor lossy
current magnitudes in these two phases is larger for Switched- integrators have been analyzed. The theory along with simIR, changing Tn will affect its output response more than ulation results confirm the advantage of using two sets of
Switched-2R.
resistors over one set of resistors in the sense of lowering
the required OPAMP slew rate at the same output's distortion
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
level. The tuning range of two sets of resistors can be extended
by
increasing the difference of the constituent resistors' values,
Figure 7 shows the third-order intermodulation distortion,
it trades with the higher distortion. This gives a more
however,
N1M3, of the three structures, Switched-IR, Switched-2R and
freedom
to
deal with tunable range and linearity.
versus
normalized
slew
rate.
The
norContinuous-R, plotted
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From Fig. 7, it cant he noticed that the Switched-2R s
distortion components drop as fast as for continuous-R while

roughly two timnes more slew rate is needed iln the Switched1R case hefore the distortion wilUl drop to the mLinimLumr level.
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